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RESULTANT OPERATORS

OF A PAIR OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

I. C. GOHBERG AND L. E. LERER

Abstract. The well-known results on resultant of polynomials and its

continuous analogue is generalized for some classes of analytic functions.

0. Introduction. Let À,(j = 1,2,..., v) denote the distinct common zeroes

of the quasi-polynomials An(z) = a0 + axz + ■ • • + anz" and B_m(z) = b0

+ b_xz~x + ■ • • + b_mz~m with complex coefficients and let r, be the

common multiplicity of the zero X¡.

The following result is well known (see [2]):

The vectors {Cp+k4>Xf^+k^Zl-H V « 1, % • • •, v,p - 0, 1.r, - l)1

form a basis for the kernel of the resultant matrix:

R(An,B_m) =

In particular, dim Ker R(An, B_m) = 2y_i/}-.

The main aim of the present paper is to extend the above result and its

continuous analogue (see [3]) to some classes of analytic functions.

It is natural to expect that in such an extension some kind of a linear

operator acting on a suitable infinite dimensional Banach space will play the

role of the matrix (1). It will turn out that the choice of a suitable Banach
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1 The numbers C are defined by: Cm0 = 1, C = (m(m - 1) • . . . ■ (m — p + 1))/(1,

2 • . . . -p), where m is an arbitrary integer and/) is a positive integer.
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space is of great importance for the final statements.

In the first section of the paper we restrict ourselves to the case when the

two given functions A(z) and B(z) are represented by series which converge

absolutely on the closure Cl VR of the annulus VR = {z E Cl\R ~l < \z\ <

R}:

A(z)=    2
7--<

a¡zJ B(z)=    2
7--<

¥J (zEClVR). (2)

Under some conditions the role of the resultant matrix (1) will be played by

an operator of the form

W(A, B) =
bx

b-,

'-i
(3)

acting on a suitable Banach space of sequences £ = {i^JL-^- The choice of

this Banach space is important even in the polynomial case when A = A„ and

B = B_m. A simple analysis of the matrix (3) shows that the vectors <pJp =

{Cp+k,k^j~{p+k)}k=-ao form a basis of the subspace Ker W(An, B_m) in the

space lx(R0) = {£ = {f,}°°__ J2»_MR0~^ |$| < oo} if and only if all the

zeroes Xj (j = \, 2, . . ., v) lie in the annulus VRq. So in the polynomial case

the operator W(An, B_m) considered on the space lx(R0) actually plays the

role of the resultant matrix. But in the general case to obtain a complete

analogy with the polynomial case we have to make a preliminary shift to the

right or to the left of the upper half of the matrix W(A, B) with respect to the

lower one. The size of this shift depends on the winding numbers of the

functions A(z) and B(z).

The exact statements of all these results are presented in §1. In the next

section we consider the continuous analogues of these results. Here some new

surprises appear. In §3 we present the main steps of the proofs and in the last

section we give an example of applications. All of these results admit a

generalization to the matrix-valued case in two directions accordingly to the

papers [2], [3] and [4]. These generalizations as well as a generalization for

more general domains will appear elsewhere.

1. Functions holomorphic in an annulus. In this section we consider the case

when the functions A(z) and B(z) are represented by the series (2) which

converge absolutely in the closed annulus Cl VR. We assume that the

functions have no zeroes on the boundary of the annulus:
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A(z)^0;    B(z)^0       (\z\ = R;\z\ = R-x). (4)

Let us introduce some notations. For a continuous function F(z) which

does not vanish on the circle Cp = (z E C'| \z\ = p) we denote by kf(o) its

winding number on Cp, that is kf(o) = (27r)~'[arg F(pt?"<,)]^L0, where [ Jo"

denotes the increment of the function on the segment [0; 277-].

Let E be one of the Banach spaces lp (p > 1), c, c° or m of two-sided

sequences <j> = {^j}fL-x. By E(R) we denote the Banach space E(R) = {<p

= {</>,};=-J<f>* = (R-%}7=-«> G E), with the norm \<b\ = \<bR\E. In the
spaces E(R) we consider the discrete Wiener-Hopf pair operator W(A, B),

which is defined on E(R) by W(A, B)<f> = {i//,}°l _«,, where

00

S    ay-***,    nj > o.
A:= — oo

2    &,--***,    if y < 0.
*= — 00

It is well known [1] that the operator W(A, B) is a Fredholm operator in

each of the spaces E(R) and that its index k(W(A, B)) = kb(R) - ka(R~x).

We now introduce the shifted operators W,(A, B) = W(A, z~'B) (I = 0,

± 1, . . . ). One can easily check that the following proposition holds.

Proposition 1. The subspaces Ker W,(A, B) form a descending sequence.

There exists an integer ls such that Ker W,(A, B) = Ker W¡(A, B) for I > ls

andiflx < l2< ls, then dim Ker W,t(A, B) > dim Ker W,2(À, B).

The integer ¡s will be called the index of stabilization of the pair of functions

A(z) and B(z). We shall call the operators Wt(A, B) with I > ls the resultant

operators. The last definition is justified by the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A(z) and B(z) be two functions of the form (2) which satisfy

conditions (4). Let Zj (j = 1, 2, . . . , v) be all the distinct common zeroes of

A(z) and B(z) which lie in VR and rj (J = I, 2, . . . , v) be their common

multiplicities.

Then the index of stabilization can be calculated as follows

ls = KB(R)-KA(R~x)- ¿   tj

7=1

and for every 1 > ls the vectors

^-{^^J^^C-cc       (J-l2,...,v;p = 0,l,...,rj-l)

form a basis of the subspace Ker W¡(A, B). In particular,
V

dim Ker W,(A, B) = 2  i>
'-1

Note that /' = k(W(A, B)) < ls and therefore each operator W,(A, B) with
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/ > /' is a resultant operator. It is remarkable that the integer /' does not

depend on the number of common zeroes of A (z) and B(z).

2. The continuous case. To begin with let us introduce some notations.

Given a Banach space E of functions defined on the real axis R ' and given

a continuous function o(t) which does not vanish on that axis. Let us agree to

denote by o(t)E the Banach space of all functions /(f) (t E R1) such that

a~l(t)f(t) E E with the norm |/| = \o~lf\E. If a < b are two real numbers,

we set Ta = (z G C'|Im z = a) and Il(a, b) = (z G C'|a < Im z < b).

In this section we consider the case when the functions A(z) and B(z) are

represented by Fourier transforms in the strip Il( — h, h) (h > 0):

/OO /-OOa(t)e'u dt;   B(z) =1 + 1      b(t)e'
- oo J — m

dt

(z EClU(-h, h)).    (5)

As in §1 we assume that the functions A (z) and B(z) have no zeroes on the

boundary of the domain:

A(z)^0;   5(z)^0       (zer»ur.,). (6)

For two such functions one can construct a complete analogue of the

operators W¡(A, B) which corresponds to the "discrete" shift. The notion of

the index of stabilization is well defined for these analogues and one can

obtain results which are similar to Proposition 1 and Theorem 2. However, we

present here a quite different class of resultant operators which are associated

with a continuous shift. Let us denote by W'(A, B) (e > 0) the following

operator acting on eh^E:

(W%A, B)<b)(t) =
/CO

a(t - s)<b(s) ds       (t > 0),
-oo

/•oo

d>(r + e) + I      b(t + e - s)<j>(s) ds       (t < 0).
J — m

It turns out that these operators may play the role of the resultant

operators. More precisely, the following result holds.

Theorem 3. Let A(z) and B(z) be two functions of the form (5) which satisfy

conditions (6). Let Zj (J = I, 2, . . . , v) be all the distinct common zeroes of

A(z) and B(z) in \~l(-h, h) and let rj (/ = 1, 2, . . . , v) be their multiplicities.

Then for every e > 0 the functions

<bjp(t) = r'exp( - izjt)       (j=l,2, ...,p;p = 0,1, ...,rj- I)

form a basis of the subspace Ker We(A, B). In particular,

V

dim Ker We(A, B) = 2 rj.
7-1

3. The proof. We shall present here the proof of Theorem 3 only.

First of all we introduce the following notation. Let K(h) (h > 0) denote
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the ring of all functions A(Ç) which are defined on the contour Th u T_h as

follows

A(0 = c+r e«' a(t) dt       (I E Th U T_h),
•'-co

where a(t) E e~h^Lx(-co, oo) and c is a complex constant. It is clear that

every function A(Ç) E K(h) can be extended to a function A(z) which is

holomorphic in the strip H(-h, h) and continuous on its closure. By K+(h)

we denote the subring of K(h) consisting of all functions A(Ç) E K(h) with

a(t) = 0 for t < 0. Obviously, each function A(Ç) G K+(h) admits an

extension which is holomorphic in U(-h, oo) and continuous on

Cl Yi(-k, oo). The symbol K~(h) has an analogous meaning. Recall that the

winding number of a function A(Ç), which is continuous and different from

zero on the line Tb, is defined as the integer

KA(b) = (2-n-yl[argA(X + ib)]™_x.

Now let A($) E K(h) and suppose that A(Ç) =* 0 (£ G Th u T_A). We

denote by A, (j = I, 2, . . . , a) all the zeroes of A(z) in the strip U(-h, h)

counting multiplicities, and we define a rational function PA(z) which

corresponds to A (f ) as follows:

PA(z)=[(z + 9)/(z - 9)]K ft   [(* - \)/(- - *)],
/-l

where zc = /^(/z) and z? is a fixed point in Il( — oo, h). Let us recall that by M.

G. Krein's results [5] each function A(Ç) E K(h) which is nonzero on Yh u

T_h admits a factorization of the form A(z) = A+(z)PA(z)A_(z), where

(A^EK^h).

Proof of Theorem 3. At first we shall establish that

Ker We (A,B) = Ker W(A)C\ Ker W(B) (7)

for every e > 0, where the operator W(A) is defined on e^'E as

(W(A)<p)(t) = (/>(/) + f°° a(r - j)4>(i)aj       (-co < t < oo).
•'-00

The relation Ker We(A, B) 3KerW(A)n Ker W(B) is self-evident and

therefore it remains only to prove the converse relation. Let §(t) E

Ker We (A, B). Because of Theorem 1.1 in the Appendix of [1] we may

assume that </>(/) G t?A|''L,(— oo, oo). Introduce two functions

'0       (/ > 0),

/W-

*?(') =

/CO

a(t - s)<b(s) ds       (t < 0);
- 00

<b(t)+ r  b(t - s)<b(s) ds       (t>e),
•'-oo

0        (/ < e).
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It is easily seen that / G e~h'Lx(-cc, oo) and g E eh'Lx(-oo, oo) and

therefore that the function F(z) = f°_xf(t)eiz' dt (accordingly G(z) =

f™g(t)e'2' dt) admits an extension which is holomorphic in n(-oo, — A)

(accordingly n(A, oo)) and continuous on its closure. The condition d> G

Ker We(A, B) can be rewritten as the following system of equations

<i>(0+ r a(t - s)4>(s) ds = f(t)
•'-oo

(-00 < / < oo). (8)

/OO

b(t - s)<b(s) ds = g(t)
-oo

Let P be the projection defined on ehWE by the rule: (P<}>)(t) = <b(t), if

t > 0, and (P<b)(t) = 0, if / < 0, and let Q = I - P. Then the first equation

of (8) may be written as

/oo a(t - s)(P<b)(s) ds
-00

= ~(Q<t>)(t) - r a(t - s)(Q<t>)(s)ds+f(t)    ( = wx(t)).   (9)
^ — 00

It is not difficult to show that co,(i) G e~h^Lx(— oo, oo) and therefore that

fi,(z) - /-eo«i(0«tó' dt G K(h). Multiplying (9) by e~h' or eht and writing in

both cases the corresponding Fourier transform, we obtain the relations

^a)<MO = ß,a) aer,);
a(S)*M)- nn = -o,(f)   a e r_„), (io)

where

*+(f)= r<?(t)e«<dt   and    $_(£) = f°   $(t)e«'dt.

An analogous procedure applied to the second equation of (8) leads to the

equations

*(£)*+(« + <?tt) = «2(0      (f G rA);

- 5(0<un = a2(n     (r..er.A) (ii)
with Í22(n G ^(A). We now define two functions on Cl Il(-A, A):

A-(z) =[(z - 9)/(z + 9)Y'pB(z)B_(z)AZ\z);

Y(z)=[(z - 9)/(z + 9)Y'PA(z)A+(z)Br\z),

where k' = nB( — h), 9 E Il(— oo, - A) and A±, B±, PA, PB are the factors of

the factorization mentioned above of the functions A and B. One can easily

check that X(z)A(z) - Y(z)B(z) = 0 (z G Cl n(-A, A)). Using this equation

we can eliminate the functions 0+ and $_ from (10)—(11) and obtain the

following system.
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í - Y(S)Gtí) = *(O0,tt) - T(0«2(f)      (í e rA),
i   *(W0 = *(00i(0 - ^(002(0     (f 6 r_„).    l ;

A simple analysis of (12) shows that the functions XÇlx — YQ2, XF and YG

can be well extended into the appropriate domains so that the function R (z)

defined on C ' as

R(z) =

-Y(z)G(z)       (z E U(h, oo)),

X(z)Qx(z) - Y(z)ti2(z)       (z E Cl IT(-/z, h)),

X(z)F(z)       (zGlI(-oo, -A))

is holomorphic in the whole complex plane except perhaps of the point

z = — 9. This point may be a pole of a finite order (< nB( — h) — KA(h)). In

addition, R(oo) = 0. Hence, R(z) = S(z)(z + 0)"m, where S(z) is a

polynomial with deg S < m — 1. We shall show that in fact R (z) = 0.

Indeed, the function G(z) can be represented in the form G(z) — Gx(z)e'2e,

where

Jf 00
si

0
t + e)eizl dt       (z E Cl Iï(/z, oo)).

Hence, S(z) = - Y(z)Gx(z)eiz'(z + 0)m. This equation implies that S(z)->

0 if Im z -» oo and therefore ^ (z) = 0 on C1. Hence, /? (z) = 0 on C1.

The last equation leads to the equations F(z) = G(z) = 0, which are

equivalent to the following: /(/) = g(t) = 0. This means obviously that

<í>(í) G Ker W(A) n Ker If (J?) and therefore the relation (7) is proved. Now

using Theorem 2.1 of the Appendix of [1], which describes the kernels of the

operators W(A), one can easily complete the proof.

Remark 4. The above proof shows that in the case a(t) = 0 (t < 0) and

b(t) = 0(t > 0) Theorem 3 is valid also, if we assume e = 0.

Indeed, in that case we may set X = B E K~(h), Y = A G K+(h) and the

function YG is holomorphic in U(h, oo) for every e > 0.

4. Applications. The results mentioned above may be used, for instance, to

find a solution of a system of two equations with two unknowns by an

elimination method.

Let us consider, for example, the discrete case. Suppose that the two

functions

A(X,p)=     f     aJkXy   and   B(X, p) =     f     bjkXJpk
j,k=—oo j,k=—(X>

are represented as absolutely convergent series in the closed polyannulus

Cl VR X VR and consider the following system of equations

A(X,p) = 0,       B(X,p) = 0. (13)

We assume that the functions A(X, u) and B(X, u) satisfy the following
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conditions: (a) for some ju.' the system (13) has no solutions; (b) A(X, u) ^ 0,

B(X, ii) ¥= 0 if X G Cx/R U CR, ¡i G Cl VR.

Rewrite the functions as follows:

A(X,a) =    f    Aj(a)XJ   and   B(X, ll) =    f     */W
_/ = — oo _/ = — 00

and denote by ^(u) the operator generated in lx(R) by the matrix

5/+1(m)     5,(u)    B,_x(n)

• ■ •     Ax(n)   AQ(u)     A_x(n)

Let /' = KB(Xtll)(R) — KA(\y)(R ~x). The operator Wr(ii) is an analytic

function of the variable ¡i and it is invertible for all ju. G VR except perhaps a

finite set of points M0. At these points dim Ker Wr( ju.0) > 0 ( llq G M0). Now

it follows from Theorem 2 that the system (13) is solvable if and only if

u G M0. Setting u = jtt0 G M0 in (13) we obtain

A (X, ,!<,) = 0, 5(X,u0) = 0. (15)

Therefore in order to solve the system (13) with two unknowns we have to

solve the system (15) with one unknown.

Now change the role of the variables X and /x and find a finite set of points

Aq c Vr for which the system (13) is solvable. It remains, therefore, to couple

points from Aq and M0 which satisfy the equations A (X0, n0) = 0, ¿(A,,, ju,0) =

0.
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